A Page in a Book
Reading for Fans of Felines
Whether they enjoy a pet kitten or the occasional cat encounter, children are
quick to recognize a common world view with their feline friends. Both are
masters of testing boundaries, mastering hide-and-seek, climbing into laps to
snuggle or serving as unofficial alarm clocks for adult sleepers. The shared
experience of kids and cats easily fosters a unique kinship between them. The
following titles explore the ways cats model independence and confidence
while celebrating the unconditional love that connects felines and their fanciers.

I Don’t Know What to Call My Cat

by Simon Philip, Illustrated by Ella Bailey (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt)
When a stray cat shows up on a young girl’s front steps, welcoming it into her life and home
is easy. But finding the right name is a bit harder. The name “Kitty” calls every cat within ear
shot. ‘Betty’ and ‘Ethel’ sound good until a vet visit changes the focus more toward ‘Butch’
and ‘Arnie’. Before the girl can decide what to call him, her cat escapes. But their journey
back toward each other may just provide the perfect name for adventurous cat. Don’t know
what to call your cat? Give it time, they practically name themselves.

Black Cat, White Cat

by Silvia Borando (MiniBombo / Candlewick Press)
Dark and lovely from his ears to the tips of his toes, Black Cat only goes out in the day and only
sees things that come out in daylight hours. Bright and beautiful from her nose to her tail, White
Cat only goes out after dark, reveling in the sights that are only seen in the night. When curiosity
inspires each cat to seek out their opposite’s world, their paths cross and what follows is a sweet
exchange that highlights the shared joys in their diverse settings. Illustrated in stark black and
white, the simple language and silhouette styling celebrates the cats’ curiosity as they discover
together how much black and white have in common.

The Very Fluffy Kitty, Papillon

by A. N. Kang (Disney/Hyperion)
He’s not just fluffy. Like the butterfly he’s named for, Papillon is so fluffy that he floats around
lighter than air. Worried that he could just drift away, his companion Miss Tilly contrives a variety of ways to hold him down to earth. Pizza, costumes, hats and eye patches help keep him
grounded, but Papillon is having no part of it. When an open window and a beautiful day lure
the fluffy cat outside, a blue sky adventure quickly turns frightening. Floating past the wilder
side of the great outdoors, a scared Papillon uses Miss Tilly’s ideas and the help of a friend
to find his way back home. With physical comedy and adorable expression, Papillon strikes a
delightful balance between living the high life and keeping your feet on the ground.
Find more reading recommendations at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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The Attraction of Magnets

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

Children are wonderfully observant and are quick to make
mental connections about how things work. Manipulating
levers, scoops, and wheels demonstrate the mechanical
ways that objects move and perform. Concepts that involve invisible forces like gravity and magnetism are more
mysterious and easier to grasp when introduced through
play. Exploring unseen forces moves a child’s thinking beyond obvious mechanical power and toward an expanded
understanding of other marvelous forces. The following
items are recommended as ideal introductions to the
powerful attraction of magnets.

by Gerry Paige Smith

3D Magfun
32-Piece Set

Gearation
Refrigerator
Magnets

(Magfun)

(TOMY)

As a destination of every important document, photo or artwork
related to your child, the refrigerator remains a central feature in the
home. Gearation magnets are an
intriguing opportunity to turn the kitchen’s crossroads into a site for play/
learning experience. This set comes with one central magnetic gear with
a switch that starts rotation, and five accessory gears that can be placed
in a variety of combination. One flip of the switch and the interlocking
gears begin to turn with a mesmerizing effect. The pieces are sturdy and
the magnets are strong enough to hold the gears in place as they move.
Combining the strength of magnets with the mechanical marvels of gears,
this Gearation set will set young minds in motion as well.

With brightly colored, environmentally friendly blocks in a variety
of shapes and sizes, kids can
explore the power and versatility of
magnets as mortar for an endless
stream of construction. The Magfun
set includes thirty-two pieces that
feature squares, wheels, balls, caps
and more 3D shapes. The strong diversity of elements will quickly
inspire small hands to craft their own masterpieces. The magnetic
connections on all sides make quick assembly easy and intuitive.
Whether children are taking their lead from the included instructions
or designing their own builds, creating the shape of things to come
is a magnetic snap with this Magfun set.

Bellz! A Positively
Magnetic Game

Brain Power
Magnetic Blocks

With the goal of channeling
magnetic attraction through multiple objects to collect a player’s
designated bell colors, the simple
elements of this game camouflage real dexterity and strategy
challenges. Players must choose
which end of the magnetic wand (strong pull or weak) to use as they
attempt to lift their color from the game surface without attracting other
player colors. Delicate manipulation and forward thinking come into
play as kids and adults navigate the wand among forty bells of various
colors and sizes to gather their own. Neatly gathered in a zippered
pouch that opens up to become the playing surface, the challenge of
manipulating magnetic force can go anywhere.

Combining the basic shapes
of plane geometry with the powerful pull of magnetic connections,
Brain Power’s Magnetic Blocks
open a wide vista of tactile play
and mental exploration. The
sixty-five translucent tiles not only support three-dimensional thinking
as the build progresses, but also add a colorful artistic aesthetic
that keeps kids engaged with their construction. Much like tangram
shapes, the tiles’ basic elements of geometry encourage mathematical thinking and problem-solving as little fingers manipulate the
pieces into structures of their own design. Whether kids are making architecture or art, these beautiful elements all come together
through the invisible power of magnetism.

(Kidoozie)

(Wiggles 3D)

Gerry Paige Smith is a syndicated columnist recommending the best products for kids and their families. Discover more at www.PageBookMedia.com
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